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	A gadget freak I am not—let’s be clear about that from the outset—but in the
	past couple of weeks our postman (a.k.a. the mailman) has arrived not once,
	but twice, with a package containing one of the most ingeniously compact
	bundles of consumer technology that exists today. The first was a long-overdue
	necessity: a cell phone to replace the battered but trusty companion that had
	been bounced off a few too many rocks and hard floors. Actually it still
	worked fine—the necessity had more to do with sparing the blushes of my offspring
	when such a three-year-old “dinosaur” was taken out in public. OK, I’ll
	be honest: I was seduced by the upgrade model—a 3G “smartphone” with
	built-in browser, cameras (yes, plural: one front and one back, believe it or
	not!), MP3 player, FM radio, and the list goes on. It could also make and
	receive calls, which was a relief.


	
	Even avowed nongadget types admit a frisson of anticipation when
	unpacking such a marvel. Sadly, the initial excitement soon evaporated to be
	replaced by disappointment and mounting frustration—before long I was
	looking around for a convenient rock. Yes, the phone certainly did all the
	things that it claimed to do, but it excelled at none of them. I may be particularly
	slow, but even making a call necessitated a quick glance at page 10 of
	the manual. The much-trumpeted accompanying software “suite” turned out
	to be a confusing hodgepodge of applications each with its own unique and
	inscrutable user interface. To top it all, the software was only for Windows—
	no mention of the Mac: it didn’t exist so far as this major manufacturer was
	concerned. Ruefully, I stuffed the lot back into its fancy box and returned it,
	having duly made my peace with my old phone.


	A week or so later, and that feeling of anticipation is back as I’m extricating
	an entirely different gadget from its packaging. No built-in camera this
	time; no browser, no FM radio, no Bluetooth—it can’t even make a phone
	call. But—as I soon discover—the few things that this device
	can
	do are executed
	so superbly that it totally blows away my (already high) expectations.
	The accompanying software is fully integrated and works seamlessly with
	the device. It can be installed on both Mac and Windows and works exactly
	the same on both. I’m talking about the latest video iPod, of course, and its
	companion software—iTunes 6.
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Medical Terminology DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2005
There’s no easier, faster, or more practical way to learn the really tough subjects

Medical Terminology Demystified covers all the basic terms of disease and injury, abnormal anatomy and physiology, surgical techniques, drugs, and other therapies--in the context of real, practical health issues. This self-teaching...
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On Music (Thinking in Action)Routledge, 2013

	Opinionated and example-filled, this extremely concise and accessible book provides a survey of some fundamental and longstanding debates about the nature of music. The central arguments and ideas of historical and contemporary philosophers are presented with the goal of making them as accessible as possible to general readers who have no...
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Searchable Storage in Cloud ComputingSpringer, 2019

	This book presents the state-of-the-art work in terms of searchable storage in cloud computing. It introduces and presents new schemes for exploring and exploiting the searchable storage via cost-efficient semantic hashing computation. Specifically, the contents in this book include basic hashing structures (Bloom filters, locality sensitive...
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The Hand of God: Finding His Care in All CircumstancesMoody Publishers, 2019

	
		
			Are we hapless victims of life's whims? Are we driven along by some blind and impersonal force? Are we battered by circumstances beyond all control?

		
			A thousand times, "No!" says pastor and author Alistair Begg. Instead, Begg says we are the objects of God's providential care. We reside under...
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MATLAB Deep Learning: With Machine Learning, Neural Networks and Artificial IntelligenceApress, 2017

	Get started with MATLAB for deep learning and AI with this in-depth primer. In this book, you start with machine learning fundamentals, then move on to neural networks, deep learning, and then convolutional neural networks. In a blend of fundamentals and applications, MATLAB Deep Learning employs MATLAB as the underlying programming...
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Audel Electrical Course for Apprentices and Journeymen, All New Fourth EditionAudel, 2004
An apprentice electrician prepares to become a journeyman typically
during a four-year period. These four years include 2000
hours per year of on-the-job training, or a total of 8000 hours.
During off-hours an apprentice studies electrical theory, methods,
equipments, and the NEC.

My purpose in writing this book was...
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